ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
t is difficult for personal finance textbooks to provide comprehensive tax examples. Laws and forms change annually, and students" needs vary. Once a comprehensive example is published, it is already obsolete; it is much easier, then, for textbook authors to concentrate on big-picture concepts, such as distinguishing among exemptions, deductions, and credits.
However, students may want more. They will be much more confident and competent if they have the chance to complete a full tax return. The Falken case requires students to prepare the tax return for a married couple with six children. It is much more comprehensive than the example problems presented in most current personal finance textbooks: it not only covers more aspects of tax planning and preparation, but it also uses realistic tax forms and reports. The project as presented here requires completion of Form 1040; Schedules A, B, and D; Forms 2441, 8863, and 8812; and supporting worksheets. However, the instructor can tailor the project to her desired level of difficulty and to her students" interests by adding or deleting "modules" (e.g., tax benefits for higher education, investment income). She can also add new details that address issues unique to the current tax year (e.g., the telephone tax credit that is illustrated in the 2006 version). Thus, the Falken case is a template that is highly flexible and easily modified.
This project is intended for students in personal finance courses at the sophomore level and above. Most of the situations facing the Falkens are those that students are likely to encounter during their early years out of college. Students in personal finance courses suggested many other details of the project, reflecting their immediate concerns (e.g., gifts of tuition from grandparents, identification of "dependent" children). In the following sections, we present the project, as it would be given to students.
THE PROJECT
You will be preparing the tax return for Persephone and Stephen Falken, a married couple. Below is a full list of the members of Persephone and Stephen"s household, followed by information on various tax-related aspects of their lives.
Background


No Falken has ever been convicted of a felony. 
Stephen"s job at WOPR Industries includes the use of a waterfront condo in downtown Seattle (once per month) plus a membership to the Experience Music Project. The fair market value of these benefits is $7,500, but Stephen pays nothing for them. Also, Stephen is allowed to attend WOPR"s monthly "game nights" at no charge (members of the public pay $25 each to attend). None of these perks has been included on the attached W-2 form for Stephen, nor has WOPR withheld any amounts for them. (Did WOPR handle this correctly?)  Both Stephen and Persephone are allowed a 10% employee discount on game strategy services they receive at Games "R"Us. They estimate that this saves them about $100 per year.  Joshua earned $10,000 from his job at Wizards of the Coast. However, it wasn"t enough to allow Joshua to support himself, so he still lives in Stephen and Persephone"s basement.  None of the other Falken children had any earned income for the year.
Higher Education

Lawrence and Chamberlain, the twins, are full-time students at the renowned University of Puget Sound, an eligible education institution.  Even though they"re twins, Lawrence started school a year after Chamberlain (he took a year off after high school to study at the Sorbonne). Chamberlain is now a junior; Lawrence is a sophomore.  Lawrence entered UPS with a full year"s worth of AP credit.
The twins" tuition payments are shown on their form 1098-T. Stephen and Persephone paid $750 for Joshua to take a bookkeeping certificate class at South Seattle Community College. They hope that his successful completion of this program will hasten his departure from their basement.  Persesphone graduated from UPS two years ago. She is currently repaying two student loans. The proceeds of all of these loans were used solely for Persephone"s tuition, fees, books, room, and board while she was getting her Master"s in Classics. She paid no loan origination fees when she took out these loans, and there is no capitalized interest included in either of the outstanding principal balances.  Persephone also paid $1,000 toward interest on her nephew Ares" student loan. Ares graduated from WSU last year and, not surprisingly, has been unable to find work.
Daycare

Artemis and Demeter are both in daycare, so that Persephone and Stephen can work. The associated costs are shown on statements from the daycare providers (included below).  Neither Persephone nor Stephen uses a dependent-care expense account to pay these costs. They also paid licensing fees of $865.00 ($33.00 of this is a flat, county-wide fee; the rest was based on the value of the car).  The Falkens also have another car. The customer"s copy of the license renewal form for this car is included below. On this form, only the fees labeled "monorail" and "RTA tax" are based on the value of the vehicle; all other charges are standard for all.  Documents supporting other possible tax-related expenses are attached below. You may assume that the Falkens also have supporting documentation for all of the expenses listed above; they just haven"t collected them all yet.
Non-Retirement Investments
You are responsible for identifying and obtaining all relevant forms and schedules for preparing Perspehone and Stephen"s return. You then must prepare that return.
CONCLUSION
The Falken tax project allows students to get hands-on practice with real tax forms, an experience that they will not get from their textbook alone. The project is flexible, so that instructors can add or delete "modules" to suit their preferences. The forms are also easily updated, making incorporation of new tax laws straightforward. Instructors can also "tweak" the given numbers to create new challenges: for example, if the Falkens made a bit more money, Stephen"s IRA deduction would be subject to phase-out. (A list of example questions, with answerscovering daycare, retirement, education, gifts, investments, and other topics-is available from the author upon request.) Whatever level of difficulty their instructor chooses, students will appreciate having the opportunity to practice their tax-preparation skills on a realistic, comprehensive case. 
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KEEP THIS FORM FOR YOUR RECORDS.
This is important tax information and is being furnished to the Internal Revenue Service. If you are required to file a return, a negligence penalty or other sanction may be imposed on you if this income is taxable and the IRS determines that it has not been reported. 
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